
TyrrellTech has an exciting 
new product in our port-
folio to share with you- 
 The Océ Colorado 
1650 with Océ FLXfinish technology allows print providers to 
be more productive and cost-effective with their large format 
roll printing applications. Produce more output in less time at a 
lower cost through innovative Canon UVgel technology.
 This printer is the ideal solution for high volume shops where 
speed and color consistency are important. It has certain claims 
to fame, including:
* Extremely Low Ink Usage
* Unattended production enables significant labor savings
* Produce more in less time without sacrificing quality
* One machine, 2 finishes, with no need to change ink or media
* Highly accurate color and geometric consistency
 The Colorado 1650 works with a new version of Canon UVgel 
ink, formulated for maximum flexibility. In addition, Océ FLXfin-
ish technology, a new approach to LED curing, allows the user to 
choose between matte or gloss modes for each individual print 
to achieve different finishes, removing the need to change inks 
or media.
 Want to learn more? TyrrellTech can help! Call 888-865-0300 
or email info@tyrrelltech.com today!
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“Let us not look back in anger, nor forward in fear, but 
around in awareness.” 
	 		 	 -James	Thurber,	humorist, cartoonist
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New Flatbed and More from Roland

Roland was knocking the socks off of customers at the Printing 
United show in Dallas this October-- they have a plethora of new 
machines-- here is a quick rundown!
 They launched their new Flatbed- IU-1000F printer.  It can print 
to 110 mm thick media, it comes equipped with an ionizer and 12 
staggered heads at 1280 nozzles each, and has a 51.5” x 98.8” bed, 
touting print sheets of 1249 square feet per hour.  More to come 
on this hot new model-- stay tuned!
 Roland was also showing off this list of new models:
RT-640M 64” direct to fabric sublimation printer
LEC2-300 30” UV Print and cut machine
RF-640 64” 8 color eco-solvent printer
SG2-300 30” eco-solvent printer/cutter with new TR2 inks
SG2-540 54” big brother to the SG2-300 30” machine
SG2-640 64” version in the same family
VG2-540 54” eco-solvent printer/cutter
VG2-640 64” eco-solvent printer/cutter
LEF2-200 small format UV flatbed 13” x 20”
LEF2-300 small format UV flatbed 13” x 30”

	Two	VERY	popular	Roland	eco-solvent	print/cut	models	are	on	
super	sale	until	the	end	of	2019-	
The BN-20 print/cut machine is on sale for $4,995

The production speed 
workhorse XR-640 is 
$19,995
Act now- offers expire 
12/31/19



TYRRELLTECH TRAINING- 2019!
You MUST RSVP online or to info@tyrrelltech.com

New Vinyl from General Formulations

General Formulations is showing off some cool new products to 
close out 2019-
 They have their new GF218- an 8 mil gloss vinyl with block-
out adhesive, meant for window graphics that cannot be seen 
through.
 They have an already popular GF277- a 4 mil vinyl called Me-
trografix that is matte, removable, opaque, AND conformable.
 And they continue to promot their GF333- the Automark drift 
product for vehicle decaling- an ultra calendered wrap vinyl (no 
rivets or bumpers) with adhesive that allows the installer to float 
the graphic before sticking it.  This vinyl pairs with 247 gloss and 
248 matte for flat surface laminates.
 Call TyrrellTech to find out more about these products- 
888-865-0300.

You can upgrade your TrueVIS to the second generation of this ink 
for a 25% discount until the end of the year- act now if you want 
to experience the upgraded inks through a trouble free change-
over-- call 888-865-0300 or email info@tyrrelltech.com

VG Printer Owners- Value Up and Get TR2 Inks!

You MUST RSVP to Reserve Your Seat: 888-865-0300 or info@tyrrelltech.com

Training currently at these locations:

9045 Maier Road, Suite A, Laurel, MD 20723
200 Route 31 North, Suite 109, Flemington, NJ 08822
2400 W. Copans Road, Unit 8, Pompano Beach, FL 33069 
2815 Directors Row, Suite 600, Orlando, FL 32809

Adobe Illustrator Basics
Adobe Illustrator is a powerful tool in this industry.  Spend time learning 
some basic navigation of the software to give you an introduction to Adobe.
Tuesday, November 12, 10 am - 12 pm

Flexi Basics Class
See how Flexi software can make opening a variety of files easy, 
and give you powerful design tools to make sign design profitable!
Tuesday, December 3, 10 am - 12 pm

Digital Media 101
Walk through the variety of media available for a digital printer.  Find how 
one machine can get you into stickers, wallpaper, backlit, banners & more.
Tuesday, December 10, 10:00 am - 12 pm

Color Management & Printer Maintenance
How does the computer make color, how is it interpreted, and what happens 
between file creation and print to manage color expectations?
Tuesday, December 17, 10 am - 12 pm

Apparel & Heat Transfer
Learn more about both the CAD cut options for heat transfer materials and 
the possibilities of print & cut solutions in this apparel-focused class
Tuesday, January 7, 10 am - 12 pm

Laser Engraving- Oh, the Possibilities!
A laser engraver can make custom plaques, models, and specialty and promo 
items, all with a custom element and a high end finished look.  Learn more...
Tuesday, January 14, 10 am - 12 pm

And... A Special December 4 Class for $75.00... 
Take a day to come to TyrrellTech and learn how to laser engrave a tumbler 
all the way around- for a workshop fee, you can leave with a tumbler of your 
own! Email info@tyrrelltech.com if interested!

December to Remember!

Free Shipping 
on All Ink 
Purchases!

12% off all 
printable

media!

Free set of ink 
with printer

Purchase!

Easyweed
buy 5 rolls 

get a 6th roll free!
Free Roll Must be of equal or lesser value

Valid until 12/31/19

Great Winter Promotions!

A 1.0 mil transparent DuPont™ 
Tedlar® Clear PVF Film with a sol-
vent permanent pressure sensi-
tive adhesive.  Recommended 
for use in overlay applications 
requiring extended resistance 
to UV exposure, color stability 
or abrasion resistance. GF 108 
made with DuPont™ Tedlar® is graffiti resistant. See cleaning rec-
ommendations listed at www.generalformulations.com. Designed 
to extend the exterior exposure resistance of graphics, decals, and 
nameplates.  This overlay will protect inks and graphics from fad-
ing caused by exposure to UV radiation.

Graffiti Protection for Your Prints!



The Keencut Evolution3™ SmartFold unique design features 
makes accurate cutting easier than ever before! The ultimate tool 
for a busy production environment.
* Evolution3 is guaranteed to cut within .008″ of a straight line 
for the length of the cut
* The Lift-and-Hover saves time and avoids mistakes allowing 
users to line up their cuts quicker and more accurately
* Site line strip enables operators to see exactly where the cut 
line is
* The stainless steel slideway track and rollers on the QuikSwap 
tool heads provide a very strong and steady movement up and 
down the machine, with very little sideways motion that could 
misalign the cut
* Swing-down under-bench storage to leave work surface clear
Integral polymer cutting strip for easy cutting of textiles & fragile 
materials

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT Foster Evolution 3 Cutters

The flagship FC9000 Series is 
Graphtec’s most advanced, 
versatile roll fed cutting plot-
ter to date. Revered around 
the world for its dependable, 
high-precision cutting ca-
pabilities with both printed 
and unprinted materials, the 
FC Series is the ultimate fin-
ishing solution for the wide 
format signage, apparel, and 
automotive industries. 
 A newly developed 
feeding system and cutting head has further improved cutting 
quality of thin and thick materials ranging from delicate window 
tint to rigid magnet and high intensity reflective.  ARMS 8.0 fea-
tures the introduction of Graphtec’s Datalink barcode generation 
system which efficiently loads and processes your jobs automati-
cally.

Highlights of the new FC9000 Vinyl Cutter:
* Media flanges to hold the roll of vinyl
* A loupe tool to check blade health & depth
* Clips on the side of pinch rollers instead of 
C clamps- easier to replace
* Quieter when cutting
* Datalink barcode system for job 
management

New FC9000 Plotters from Graphtec

Foster M Bench Modular Table System

The All New CWT Evolution
New worktable- CWT 1737 Evolution Coming Soon!
 This machine, coming soon, will offer a heated top roller 
that can be manually controlled or remote controlled and lift 
legs to bring the table up to a good work height or down as 
needed-- stay tuned for more information on this innovative 
tool that can transform your work space!

 With Foster’s M-Bench System, et exactly what you need to fit 
your space and workflow.
 The modular design of the Keencut M-Bench System enables 
businesses to re-configure and expand their work benches as 
needed quickly and be configured in endless different ways.
 This is a robust workbench constructed from high quality ex-
truded aluminum and a unique joint locking system. It provides 
a secure and rigid work station that looks great in any room.  It 
offers the ultimate in customization- choose from 4’ x 4’, 2’ x 4’ 
and 2’ x 2’ sections to perfectly fit and optimize your workspace.
 Contact TyrrellTech to find out more!  888-865-0300 or 
info@tyrrelltech.com



ENGRAVER CORNER

The ULTRA 9 
platform offers 
laser material 
processing for the 
widest possible 
range of materials. 
It is designed and 
ideally suited for 
precision mate-
rial processing in 
manufacturing, re-
search and development, academic research, and prototyping en-
vironments. With its unique modular architecture, customizeable 
solutions can be easily reconfigured with a wide array of options 
for enhancing performance, capability, and safety to complete the 
perfect solution to meet present and future business needs.
 The ULTRA 9 platform has a materials processing envelope of 
36 x 24 inches, with support for materials with a thickness up to 12 
inches.
 Configure the customizable ULTRA 9 platform with up to three 
laser sources consisting of two interchangeable CO2 lasers and 
one fiber laser. When the platform is configured with three lasers, 
users can take advantage of MultiWave HybridTM technology 
enabling up to three wavelengths – 9.3µm, 10.6µm, and 1.06µm 
– to be simultaneously combined into a single coaxial beam. Each 
spectral component of the beam is independently controlled and 
can be modulated in real time.
 Major features include rapid, high-accuracy laser beam posi-
tioning, precision focusing with autofocus, adjustable laser power 
density, an automation interface, camera registration, an inte-
grated touch screen user interface, fire detection and support for 
suppression.
 Call TyrrellTech at 888-865-0300 or email info@tyrrelltech.com 
today to learn more or request samples from the Ultra!

Universal 
Laser’s New
Ultra

Laser Magic Cleaner

Before
LaserMagic...

TyrrellTech has your 
LaserMax Rowmark, 
Orafol 1375 Tape and
the Laser Engraver to 
Make Magic Happen!

=SUCCESS!

888-865-0300   info@tyrrelltech.com

TyrrellTech	has	winter	birthdays	to	celebrate!
Scooter	Terry-	November	9-	Laser	Sales	&	Service,	Printer	Service
Diana	Giglio-	November	13-	GSA	Sales
Christina	Corder-Kalnasy-	November	26-	Customer	Service
Chris	Marchese-	December	7-	Mimaki	Sales	&	Service

...And After!

The LASER MAGIC all purpose concentrate is a cleaner, degreaser, 
and spot remover. It puts cleaning power into plain old water... 
cleaning everything! Just spray on and wipe off- contains no 
acid, no bleach, no ammonia and is non-flammable.  A great all 
purpose cleaner for product off of your laser- Get your 24 oz. 
bottle today for just $5.99.
  Call 888-865-0300 or email info@tyrrelltech.com today!


